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NL FOCUS -METAVERSE & APPS
CARPLAY: INTEGRATING YOUR CAR WITH YOUR
IPHONE
Our main presenter will be Stan Horwitz. His primary mode of transportation is his
bicycle and he was without any car for a few years. Last June he decided to join the
ranks of electric vehicle owners and got a 2021 Nissan LEAF SV Plus. He is not an
automobile enthusiast, but the technology in new cars intrigues him, including Apple
CarPlay which came with his car. He will briefly explain how CarPlay allows an iOS
device to integrate with the car, using his iPhone while using Zoom on his iPad.
Stan Horwitz is a long-time Mac user and evangelist, going back to about 1986.
Stan’s first Mac was a used Mac SE, circa 1987. He currently has at home a M1 Mac
mini and a 2019 MacBook Pro, plus a 2015 iMac at work. Stan lives with his cat
Darwin in Philadelphia’s Art Museum area and he works at Temple University as a full
time computer systems manager in the Information Technology Services department.

ZOOM MEETING IN JANUARY.
GO TO ZOOM.US/DOWNLOAD TO DOWNLOAD THE APP.
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Typical Meeting Agenda
9:00 - 9:05: Call to order in main meeting
room.
9:05 - 10:15: Q&A Panel - 3 or 4 expert
members will answer your questions
about anything relating to your Mac,
iPad, iPhone, iWatch, and any
attached peripherals.
Questions can relate to the most basic
items, equipment issues, Apple’s
operating systems, and all
applications, including applications for
photo, video, audio, and print media.
Answers are amazingly helpful and
often in depth, exploring the subject
beyond the question.
10:15 - 10:30: Welcome and other business.
10:30 - 11:50: Main Presentation (by a
member or guest)
11:50 - Noon: Raffles and silent auctions.
Come join some fellow MLMUG members for
lunch after the meeting at a nearby
restaurant.

MLMUG Email list
The Main Line Macintosh Users
Group has its own email list,
hosted at Groups.io. Compose
your letter and email it to
MLMUG@groups.io and your
message will be sent to everyone
on the mailing list. Contact Bob
Barton (barton@bee.net) if you
are a member and you are not on
the list.
Please observe good email
etiquette. If your message is
humor or not Apple-related (offtopic), please include "Humor" or
"OT" in the subject line. The
Groups.io Terms of Service are at
groups.io/static/tos. Look for the
section on "Conditions of Use"
The MLMUG list may be used to
post Apple-related items for sale,
but any solicitation of members
through the list is forbidden
without the written consent of a
MLMUG officer. Violation of the
Groups.io terms of service or
good email etiquette may result
in removal from the list.
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New Users SIG
You don’t have to wait a whole
month to get answers to your basic
Mac questions! Get together with
other members on the fourth
Saturday (i.e., two weeks after each
regular meeting) for the Startup
Folder Lite.
Many new users have said that they
can learn much more from face-toface meetings than they do from
manuals or other sources. That’s
what this meeting is all about. Go
to www.mlmug.org/nusfl.html for
details.
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Membership Information
Membership dues are $30 for individuals and $40 for
families. Memberships are based on your anniversary
date, which is the month you joined. You will be emailed reminders when membership fee is due.
If you’re just visiting to check us out, or if you’ve
been visiting for some time, but haven’t joined,
consider these BENEFITS OF MEMBERSHIP:
•

Monthly meetings, where you can learn, share,
and meet everyone from working Mac
professionals to new Mac users from all
backgrounds.

• Monthly newsletter, which is full of interesting
Mac news, tips, and information.
•

Useful free items at the monthly Raffles.

• Discounts. Vendors offer special prices to User
Group members.
•

Web Site with 2-3 years of MLMUG
newsletters, meeting information, a member
directory, directions to our meetings, and much
more! Our web site is www.mlmug.org.

•

MLMUG Mailing List, to post technical
questions or comments to each other and the
experts within the group.
Are you ready to join? Please make a check
payable to MLMUG and bring it to a monthly
meeting or mail it to:
Treasurer, MLMUG
P.O. Box 1374
Southeastern, PA 19399
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Elliot C. Affinity Photo is super fast with Monterey on MI Mac.

December 2021 Meeting Minutes

Linda trying out on one for photo editing. Good so far in Big Sur.

By Mark Bazrod

Apple Find is more powerful than Spotlight.

The December meeting was held by a Zoom teleconference. Bob
Barton acted as host for the meeting and opened the Expert
Panel at about 9:00 AM. There were about 20 attendees,
including attendees from Princeton and South Jersey MUGs.

Dave B. Should I upgrade to Monterey? Nick has upgraded to
Monterey from old macs to new M1 Macs with Migration
Assistant. Adam - OK to now upgrade. Almost trouble free. Very
little problems.

Q & A Panel - Bob Barton, Nick Iacona, and Adam Rice. along
with several attendees.

Some problem when upgrade from Mohave. Nick person had
problem. Apple was great. Took several days. Went to terminal
and reinstalled Monterey. Had to erase drive. So problem was
solved. See chat from Adam. Remember - backup before you
upgrade and all the time regardless of whether you upgrade or
not.

Linda M. asked how to make someone a host. You need to be a
host or cohost to let someone be a host; and have at least a $15
month account.
Mark W. used FileMaker Pro to create a number of programs for
his school.

Some people prefer not to upgrade because old software not
supported by new operating system. If so, go to System
Preferences > Security & Privacy > Advanced and check Install
system data files and security updates.

Carol C. Not getting mail on Macbook Pro, but was getting mail
on older Mac. Can she delete Mail app? Nick - You can’t delete
Apple Mail or Safari. Go to server settings and see if online. She
had deleted all Comcast emails. With IMAP apps, if you delete on
one device, you will delete on other devices. Maybe delete your
account and put it back in. Little tricky. Apple Mail has some
intelligence. Gmail not affected. Bob - You might look in Activity
Monitor to see if still deleting mail.

iPhone and iPad. You get 21 days extra free iCould storage for
backup when you go to new device.
Linda has uses Imazing for 3 years. It syncs everything. Auto
backup.
Mark B. 2TB hard drive connected to a Aukey hub not
recognized by M1Mac mini or Disc utility. Do I need powered
hub? Maybe. Some devices only work with powered hub.. Try
plugging drive directly into Mac mini and see if recognized.
Might need an adapter. Also, try a different cable..

Nick - In mail click on Connection Doctor under Window menu.
But mail quitting immediately. Mail works on old iMac, but not on
Macbook Pro
Nick. If crashing, try Safe Mode. Hold down Shift key. See if ail
Mail app works. To get out of Safe Mode, just restart. Maybe
corruption somewhere.

Apple now support only 3 versions back. Mohave and below not
supported. Go to System Preferences, Advanced ok for safety a
upgrades, check it.updates often very four months. Apple
simplifying so some features hidden in sys pref, founder pref,
accessibility.

Where chat saved? In the Document folder, Zoom folder with
chats dated. If save once, will automatically save all chat for the
meeting. Maria selects all and puts in Text Edit.
5
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Maria A. has arranged presentations for the next 6 months.

EXPERT PANEL

Main Presentation. Keith Johnson, a MLMUG. Keith gave a
presentation on how ti use FileMaker Pro to code Battleship
gam.. Try to code the game. Started with Apple Works, Then
Claris Works, and then AppleWorks 6. Apple eventually carved
out the database and named it FileMaker. It is now FileMaker
Pro and .costs a bit.

First of all, if you don't attend our Zoom meetings, tor at least
hear our Experts Panel, you are missing out on one of the major
benefits of belonging to Main Line McIntosh Users Group. The
panel is composed, in alphabetical order, Bob Barton, Nick
ee and Adam Rice. They are superb. My
Iacocca, Mike Inskipp,
minutes cannot convey all the information they provide.

FM has scripting and sound, Battleship., as most of us know, is a
game based on a grid. Keith demonstrated the game, with each
side taking shots at the other side’s ships,

So I urge you, no matter what your level of computer
competence is, to listen to the Expert Panel. You will be amazed
at what you will learn.

Keith next demonstrated Roulette game.

MIGRATION ASSISTANT V. CLEAN INSTALL

To understand what he did, you need to watch his presentations.
Go to https://bit.ly/3dWRFta. Words will not explain.

We spent a good 30 minutes discussing what to do when a Mac
seems somewhat slow, which quickly lead to a discussion of
when you are installing a new operating system, is it preferable to
use Migration Assistant or to do a clean installation of your data,
your applications your preferences, etc.

Questions
All the coding was done in FileMaker. The graphics were done
elsewhere.

Migration Assistant is simple, easy ,and I think for most of us
who are not professionals at using our Macs, the preferable way
to go. However, that means you are transferring all sorts of junk
from your old Mac to your new Mac.

Linda used FileMaker in text to show book reviews.
Keith did the coding in FileMake 16, but probably could do back
in FileMake 12.

So if you want your new Mac to be set up in the best possible
fashion, you want to do a clean installation, copying all the files
you need from your old Mac manually. The problem, from my
point of view, is that you should've been preparing for this
method for years, saving application codes and other data. If you
are looking for codes, etc., you might try the Application Support
folder in Library because developers sometimes put information
in there

The meeting ended at 10.45.

Bookmarks
Expert Panel, Migration
Assistant, & Mac Slowness

For a comprehensive discussion of the issue, I suggest you read
Kirk McElhearn’s October 20, 2021 article, Setting Up a New
Mac: Should You Migrate or Do a Clean Installation? by. cutt.ly/
TTMitu0.

By Mark Bazrod
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A very interesting suggestion for the average user came up
during the October Expert panel - use Migration Assistant to
install the new operating system and then run the Onyx app by
Titanium Software to get rid of a good bit of the junk which has
carried over.
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My experience has been that dealing with slowness is a time
consuming and only minimally effective process. However, I hope
the suggestions made by the Expert Panel and summarized here
will help resolve many slowness problems.

MAC SLOWNESS
If you are seeing the spinning ball too often (that's a matter of
judgment):
1.

Use Activity Monitor and Console to see what's the problem
might be. Activity Monitor will show the true issues in red
text. Kill those red text processes in Activity Monitor.

2.

You might also try using the memory diag app (Made by
Rocky Sand Studio) to see how RAM is used.

3.

Run Onyx. I first try Clean My Mac and then Onyx if
necessary.

January 8
February 12

4.

You could also try moving the cursor around to see if the
problem is just with one app or the entire system.

March 12

5.

SPEAKER ROSTER FOR
MLMUG'S 2022 MEETINGS

If the problems persist or the excessive slowness continues,
try shutting down your Mac to rid of problem apps or junk.
Shut Down is more effective than Restart or Force Quitting.

6.

I recommend you also boot your Mac into Safe Mode, using
the Shift key. cutt.ly/FT127a0. I do it every two weeks as part
of normal maintenance.

7.

And then there is the final absolutely last step - reinstall the
operating system

April 9
May 14
June 11
July
August
September 10
October 8
November 12
December 10

CONCLUSIONS
In summary, deciding whether to use Migration Assistant or do a
clean install is a matter of personal preference, including being
willing to spend the time to do a clean install, AND whether you
have the data to do a clean install,
7

Stan Horwitz- CarPlay
Bob Barton - Free Apps with your
macOS
Mark Batchelor- Cyber Safety:
Resources and Tips
Christian from Micromat - TBD Text
Fran Rabuck - Metaverse
Keith Johnson - Computerized
Astronomy
Recess - Summer
Recess - Summer
TBD
TBD
Maybe Bob "Dr. Mac" LeVitus - TBD
TBD
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Lance Whitney posted the following article to cnet.com on
December 6, 2021. cutt.ly/YUevnIs. © CBS Interactive Inc. He
writes for CNET and other technology sites and publications.
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Here’s how to use these features and tweak your settings for a
better Safari experience.

1. Manage Tab Bar Location

21 Hidden Tricks Inside Apple's Safari
Browser

The jump to iOS 15 moves Safari's address bar to the bottom of
the screen, which—in theory—makes your open tabs easier to
access. To navigate these open tabs, simply swipe left and right
on the tab bar to cycle through them.

Safari offers a variety of features and settings to help you navigate
and use the web. And you’ll find even more handy tools with the
release of iOS 15 and iPadOS 15.

By Lance Whitney

You can set the tabs to appear at the top of your iPhone screen
when in Landscape mode under Settings > Safari. Turn on the
switch for Landscape Tab Bar. Then, when you position your
iPhone in Landscape mode, the tabs all appear at the top.

Safari is Apple's default web browser on the iPhone and iPad,
which means you may take it for granted. But have you delved
into all of Safari’s features and settings? Standard options like
Private browsing, Reader view, and downloading files are part of
the package, but there are many more things you can do.
If you upgrade to iOS 15 or iPadOS 15, you get a few new tricks,
including better tab management, a customizable Start page,
and extension support. Go to Settings > General > Software
Update on your mobile device. You’ll be told that the OS is up to
date or be asked to download and install the latest update.

8
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If you prefer to keep the address bar in its traditional location,
select the Single Tab option. You can also tap the AA icon in the
address bar and select Show Top Address Bar or Show Bottom
Tab Bar to switch back and forth.

JANUARY 2022

iPhone, tap the Tabs icon, then select the “X Tabs” entry at the
bottom. On an iPad, tap the Sidebar icon and then select the
Tabs icon.

If you’re on an iPad and want to alter how tabs are displayed in
Safari, open Settings > Safari. Click Compact Tab Bar to shrink
the amount of space your tabs take up at the top of the screen.

You can then tap New Empty Tab Group to create a new group or
New Tab Group from X Tabs to create a group out of all your
existing tabs. Once you name your new group, it will become
selectable from this menu.

2. Organize Tabs Into Groups
Too many tabs? Organize them into groups. The process is
slightly different depending on your device of choice. On an

You can also press down directly on a thumbnail and tap Move to
Tab Group to create a new group for it or move it to an existing
9
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group. An even easier method is to long-press on the Tabs icon
and tap Move to Tab Group to access your tab group options.
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5. Private Browsing

3. Customize the Start Page

If you don’t want Safari to keep track of the sites you visit, your
search history, or the AutoFill information you enter, Private
Browsing mode will keep this information hidden (although you
won’t be completely anonymous).

You can tweak the Safari Start page by adding, removing, or
moving certain sections and choosing a background image.
Swipe to the bottom of the Start page and click the Edit button.
You can disable any sections you don’t want to see or drag and
drop sections to rearrange them on the page. Under the
Background Image section, select a background or upload your
own, then tap the X button to see your new Start page.

On an iPhone, tap the Tabs icon, then select Start Page/X Tabs at
the bottom and select Private. You can also long-press the Tabs
icon and choose Private. On an iPad, open the Sidebar and
select Private. Now any page you launch opens in Private mode.
Exit Private mode by returning to the Tabs screen and selecting
your previous tabs or page.

4. Try Some Extensions

6. Sort Open Tabs

Safari now supports extensions with the update to iOS 15 and
iPadOS 15. Try some out by opening Settings > Safari > General
> Extensions > More Extensions. Tap the Get button or the price
button for any extensions you want to install. You can then view
installed extensions on the Extensions screen, and enable or
disable the ones you want to use.

To sort multiple tab windows, tap the Tabs icon on the tabs bar
to view your open tabs. Press down on one of the tab thumbnails
and select Arrange Tabs By, then choose to sort them by title or
website.
10
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iPad users can view open tabs from the Sidebar icon. Longpress on the Tabs option and select Show Tab Overview. Press
down on any thumbnail and choose Arrange Tabs By to sort by
title or website.
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8. Save Open Tabs as Bookmarks

7. Check a Privacy Report

Instead of saving every individual open tab as a bookmark, save
them all at once. Press down on the Bookmark icon at the top or
bottom of your screen. From the menu, tap Add Bookmarks for X
Tabs, and your tabbed pages are all saved.
Cross-site trackers monitor your web-based activities as you
move from one site to another. If you’re concerned for your online
privacy, Safari blocks these trackers from profiling you by default.
You can also see which sites and trackers have been blocked.
Tap the AA icon on an iPhone (ellipsis icon on an iPad) and select
Privacy Report. The window reveals how many trackers were
prevented from profiling you and how many sites contacted such
trackers. Under the Websites tab, you can see a breakdown of
which websites contacted trackers. Tap Trackers to see what
specific trackers were blocked.

9. Translate Websites
Safari allows you to translate websites displayed in a foreign
language. The feature supports English, Spanish, French, Italian,

11
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German, Russian, Korean, Portuguese, Brazilian Portuguese,
Arabic, and Simplified Chinese.
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12. Watch Picture-in-Picture Videos
Similar to how many streaming video apps let you watch their
videos in a smaller window while you take care of other tasks,
Safari fully supports picture-in-picture video. If you’re watching a
video on YouTube or Vimeo, you can start playing a video in full
screen, then select the Picture-in-Picture icon. The video shrinks
to a smaller window that you can move to any corner of the
screen. To see the video in full-screen mode again, tap the small
window and select the Picture-in-Picture icon once more.
WHERE??

Open a website in one of these languages. On an iPad, tap the
ellipsis icon at the right of the address bar, and select Translator
in the menu. On an iPhone, tap the AA icon and select Translate
to [your language]. The site will then automatically be translated.

10. View Compromised or Reused Passwords

13. Read Online

Open Settings > Passwords > Security Recommendations to see
any iCloud Keychain passwords that have been leaked in a data
breach, are being reused for multiple login credentials, or are
considered weak. Tap any entry to delete or change its
password.

11. Auto Close Open Tabs

Want to savor that 5,000-word long-read for a plane ride, or a
lazy day on the lake where cell service is spotty? Save it to read
offline. At the page you want to save, tap the Share icon, then
tap Add to Reading List. To access pages in your reading list,
online or off, tap the Bookmarks icon, select the Eyeglasses icon,
and tap the page you want to read.

The pages you open in Safari have a way of growing and growing
until the browser gets cluttered with dozens of open tabs. To
prevent this, set a certain amount of time before tabs are
automatically closed. Go to Settings > Safari > Close Tabs to set
tabs to close after one day, one week, or one month.

12
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By default, the page disappears from the reading list after you've
read it. To see all pages, including ones you've already read, tap
Show All at the bottom of the menu. Select Show Unread to go
back to a list of unread items.
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16. Quick Access Settings
On an iPhone, certain settings are tucked away under the AA
icon next to the address bar, while an iPad hides those settings
behind the ellipsis icon. Tap the icon to open a menu that offers
commands to change the zoom level, show the current page in
Reader View, request the desktop or mobile version of the site,
view the Privacy Report, and access even more settings.

14. Reader Mode
Reader Mode, as its name indicates, makes a web page easier to
read. Tap the AA icon and choose Show Reader (iPhone) or tap
the ellipsis icon and choose Reader (iPad) to strip distracting
elements like ads and excessive formatting out of the page. Tap
the icon again to change the text size or exit to normal view.

17. Sharing Options

15. View Two Pages Side by Side

By tapping the Share icon, you can send a link for the current
web page to another app via text message, email, reminder, or
apps like Facebook and Twitter. From here, you can also add the
page to your home screen or print it. The Share icon will also
display an Options link; tap it to send the page as a PDF, Reader
PDF, or Web Archive.

Do more in Safari with the iPad’s multitasking features, which
supports viewing two web pages side by side. Open the first
page, then tap the ellipsis icon at the top to access the
multitasking toolbar and select the second icon for Split View
mode. Then open a second instance of Safari and navigate to a
different site. Reposition the second window so both pages are
in Split View and use the vertical bar to change the width of each
window.
13
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18. Manage Downloads
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19. Take a Screenshot of the Entire Web Page

Older versions of Safari only allowed the screenshot feature on
your mobile device to snap an image of the visible portion of a
web page, but now you can capture the entire page. Take a
screenshot like normal, then open the preview thumbnail of the
shot. Tap the Full Page tab at the top of the preview to see the
entire web page, even if it wasn’t visible in the initial shot.

20. Change Core Safari Settings
Safari has a download manager so you can more easily manage
the files you download from the web. Download a file by pressing
down on the item and tapping Download Linked File from the
pop-up menu.
To view all your downloaded files, tap the down arrow button at
the top and then select Downloads. You can also access
downloaded files from the Files app by selecting the location for
your iPhone or iPad and then navigating to the Downloads folder.
By default, Safari saves files to the Downloads folder on iCloud,
but you can change the location. Open Settings > Safari >
Downloads and send them to your iPhone, iPad, or another
location. Here, you can also opt to remove downloaded items
after one day, after a successful download, or manually.
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To change some of Safari’s core settings, open Settings > Safari.
Here, you can change your default search engine and choose
what information is automatically filled in at websites. Safari’s
AutoFill feature allows your contact info to be filled in at an online
form but not names, passwords, or credit card details.
You can also tell Safari to keep track of frequently visited sites,
allow your Favorites to be accessed when you run a search or
create a new tab, open new tabs in the background, show the
Favorites bar, show the tab bar, and block pop-ups.

21. Change the Default Browser
If you’re still not crazy about Safari and would rather use another
mobile browser as the default, go to Settings and select the
browser app you want to use instead. Tap Default Browser App
and change it to your preferred browser. Now when you click on
a web link, it will open in your new default browser instead of
Safari.

Scroll down to the Privacy & Security section, where the
browser’s collected cookies can be deleted and any future data
collection can be blocked.

15
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Cade Metz posted the following article to nytimes.com on
December 30, 2021 cutt.ly/gUVTlSA. © The New York Times
Company. He is a technology correspondent with The New York
Times, covering artificial intelligence, driverless cars, robotics,
virtual reality, and other emerging areas.
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After 15 years of riding a boom in mobile computing that has
turned tech’s biggest companies into giants worth trillions of
dollars, the power brokers of the industry believe that controlling
the doors into the metaverse and virtual reality could be the
centerpiece of a new business, like smartphones and apps or
personal computers and web browsers in the 1990s.

Everybody Into the Metaverse! Virtual
Reality Beckons Big Tech

Fifteen years is a long time for the industry to wait for a new tech
trend to come along. Ideas that many hoped would take central
stage by now, like advanced artificial intelligence and quantum
computing, are taking longer than some had anticipated. And the
technology behind cryptocurrencies and newer ideas like
decentralized computing appears promising — but its
mainstream appeal is still unclear.

Tech’s biggest companies are joining game makers and start-ups
in pursuit of an immersive digital world that some have been
working on for years.

So tech companies are lining up to sell the devices that let
consumers into this virtual world and control their experiences
once they are inside it. Suddenly, building new things for the
metaverse is offering the kind of fresh appeal that comes along
only every so often in any industry.
Mark Zuckerberg is so excited about the metaverse that he
recently made the attention-grabbing decision to change his
company’s name from Facebook to Meta. Google has been
working on metaverse-related technology for years. Apple,
arguably the biggest winner of the mobile boom, has its own
devices in the works. Microsoft is putting a corporate spin on the
metaverse, offering a headset to businesses and government
agencies.

By Cade Metz
The metaverse, one of the most buzzy terms of the tech industry,
could be many things. It could be a virtual world where
imagination is the only limit. Or it could be a less fantastical place
for holding business meetings without leaving home.

“Most companies now see that the metaverse is around the
corner,” said Matthew Ball, a venture capitalist and an essayist
who has written extensively about this concept and the hype that
has sprung up around it. “The narrative is a little ahead of the
reality of these technologies, but this is a response to the
enormity of the opportunity.”

For the tech titans getting behind this big idea, the metaverse
could be something more tangible: the next great way to make
piles of money.

16
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One research firm estimates that the market for metaverse
technologies — including games, virtual reality headsets, and
other emerging gadgets and online services — topped $49 billion
in 2020 and will grow by more than 40 percent each year.
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A demonstration of Oculus Go virtual reality headsets at
Facebook's conference for developers in 2019.Stephen Lam/
Reuters
In 2014, in a deal valued at more than $2 billion, Facebook
acquired Oculus, a start-up that made virtual reality headsets —
goggles that trick your brain into thinking you are inside a digital
landscape. Mr. Zuckerberg began describing virtual reality as the
next big computing platform, though exactly when that would
happen was hard to predict.

“This is the evolution of the internet,” said Alex Kipman, who has
spent more than a decade shepherding this kind of technology at
Microsoft. “If you are a company like Microsoft, you want to
participate.”
Focusing attention on the metaverse also allows companies like
Facebook to focus on something other than their problems with
content moderation, misinformation and regulators accusing
them of monopolistic practices. But it could also lead to new
scrutiny of old issues like privacy and managing who does what
to whom in a virtual world.

Mr. Zuckerberg says the metaverse will pervade daily life in ways
games do not, offering new avenues for buying goods and
services, communicating with friends and family and
collaborating with colleagues. But at the moment, Meta’s
headsets are big and cumbersome. Sometimes, they make
people sick. They completely cover the eyes, separating people
from the world around them.

The metaverse is not a new idea. The science fiction writer Neal
Stephenson coined the term in 1992, and the concept is
commonplace among video game companies. For decades,
massively multiplayer online games have served as digital worlds
where people can meet, chat and do business. Some, like
Second Life, an online fad more than a decade ago, were
designed as purely social spaces.

Apple, a company known for building enormously popular,
consumer-friendly devices, is among the many companies
working to improve these headsets, a person familiar with the
project said. But there are physical limitations holding the
technology back.
Apple’s prototype, which looks like a pair of ski goggles, requires
a separate hardware device that connects to the headset and
must be worn elsewhere on the body, the person said. Apple
declined to comment.
Ultimately, many experts argue, Mr. Zuckerberg’s vision will be
realized only through lightweight eyeglasses that can layer digital
images onto what you see in the real world — often called
“augmented reality.”
As people walk down the street, they could check the latest
sports scores from a digital display that seems to float in front of
them. They could sit down for a meeting with people who are
right next to them — and others who are not.
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Google is among those developing this kind of eyewear. Years
after introducing Google Glass — smart glasses that faced
enormous backlash over their geeky vibe and casual approach to
personal privacy — the company is nurturing a new project.

JANUARY 2022

way of selling software and services. For others, they might be a
way of selling ads, Dr. Bautista said.
But experts say perfecting this technology could take a decade
— if not more. Some augmented reality glasses are as small and
light as ordinary eyewear, but they do not yet offer the computing
power needed to generate the convincing but unobtrusive
images that everyday use would require.

Google Glass in 2013. After buying North, a start-up, Google is
working on a new iteration of smart glasses. Justin Sullivan/Getty
Images
Last year, Google acquired a start-up called North, which had
purchased many of the patents behind a smart-glasses project
that originated at the computer chip giant Intel. The glasses
could project digital images directly into the eyes of the people
who wore them, and though they were heavier than ordinary
glasses, they were reasonably comfortable, according to early
testers. Google declined to comment.

“It sometimes feels like ‘10 years’ is code for ‘I have no idea,’”
said Dr. Balram, who is developing augmented reality glasses at
a company called EyeWay Vision after leaving Google.

But the mainstream appeal of what tech companies are
describing is still an open question. Virtual reality that completely
covers the eyes “is something you will use for certain tasks —
and the experience might be amazing — but it is not something
for the general public,” said Nikhil Balram, who helped oversee
the development of virtual and augmented reality hardware at
Google until November last year.

Because of privacy regulations in Europe and other parts of the
world, he said, the project could end up harming the bottom line
more than it helped. The company estimated that 3 percent of its
yearly revenues could be at risk, he said.

Intel’s augmented reality project produced a prototype, Vaunt,
which was tested with consumers. The leader of the project,
Jerry Bautista, said in a recent interview that these glasses
showed enormous promise not just as a personal technology
that people wanted to use but as a new kind of computing
platform that could provide new sources of revenue.

“We can build amazing things,” Dr. Bautista said. “The hardware
is not the hard part. The business models are not the hard part.
Finding ways these devices can be used is not the hard part. The
hard part is: What happens if the data leaks out?”

In 2018, Intel shut down the Vaunt project, before selling many of
its patents to North, the start-up acquired by Google. Ultimately,
Dr. Bautista said, the company felt it was just too difficult to
answer the many questions surrounding the technology.

Now, many of the world’s most powerful tech companies are
facing the same questions.

Brian X. Chen contributed reporting.

“We were giving away the hardware but making money on the
data,” he said. “For every dollar of hardware, we were making
three dollars on software and data sales.”
This is why companies like Apple, Google, Microsoft and Meta
are exploring similar technologies. For some, they might be a
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Sheer Frenkel and Kellen Browning posted the following article to
nytimes.com on December 21, 2017. cutt.ly/9UN9lJ6. © The
New York Times Company. Sheer is Cybersecurity Correspondent
for the Times. Kellen is a technology reporter covering the video
game industry and general tech news.
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“He shrugged as if to say: ‘I don’t know what to tell you. It’s the
metaverse — I’ll do what I want,’” said Ms. Siggens, a 29-yearold Toronto resident. “Then he walked away.”
The world’s largest tech companies — Microsoft, Google, Apple
and others — are hurtling headlong into creating the metaverse,
a virtual reality world where people can have their avatars do
everything from play video games and attend gym classes to
participate in meetings. In October, Mark Zuckerberg,
Facebook’s founder and chief executive, said he believed so
much in the metaverse that he would invest billions in the effort.
He also renamed his company Meta.

The Metaverse’s Dark Side: Here Come
Harassment and Assaults
As Meta and other companies bet big on an immersive digital
world, questions about its harms are rising.

Yet even as tech giants bet big on the concept, questions about
the metaverse’s safety have surfaced. Harassment, assaults,
bullying and hate speech already run rampant in virtual reality
games, which are part of the metaverse, and there are few
mechanisms to easily report the misbehavior, researchers said. In
one popular virtual reality game, VRChat, a violating incident
occurs about once every seven minutes, according to the
nonprofit Center for Countering Digital Hate.
Bad behavior in the metaverse can be more severe than today’s
online harassment and bullying. That’s because virtual reality
plunges people into an all-encompassing digital environment
where unwanted touches in the digital world can be made to feel
real and the sensory experience is heightened.

By Sherra Frenkel & Kellen Browning

“When something bad happens, when someone comes up and
gropes you, your mind is tricking you into thinking it’s happening
in the real world,” Ms. Siggens said. “With the full metaverse, it’s
going to be so much more intense.”

Chanelle Siggens recently strapped on an Oculus Quest virtual
reality headset to play her favorite shooter game, Population
One. Once she turned on the game, she maneuvered her avatar
into a virtual lobby in the immersive digital world and waited for
the action to begin.

Toxic behavior in gaming and in virtual reality is not new. But as
Meta and other huge companies make the metaverse their
platform of the future, the issues are likely to be magnified by the
companies’ reach over billions of people. The companies are
encouraging people to join the metaverse, with Meta, which

But as she waited, another player’s avatar approached hers. The
stranger then simulated groping and ejaculating onto her avatar,
Ms. Siggens said. Shocked, she asked the player, whose avatar
appeared male, to stop.
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makes the Oculus Quest headsets, cutting prices for the
products during the holidays.

“V.R. is a whole other world of complexity,” Ms. Jordan said.
“Just the ability to pinpoint somebody who is a bad actor and
block them indefinitely or have ramifications so they can’t just get
back on, those are still being developed.”

An image from the virtual reality game Population One.BigBox VR
Mr. Zuckerberg, who appears aware of questions about the
metaverse’s harms, has promised to build it with privacy and
safety in mind. Yet even his own lieutenants have wondered
whether they can really stem toxic behavior there.

Callum Hood, the head of research at the Center for Countering
Digital Hate, recently spent several weeks recording interactions
in the VRChat game, which is made by a developer called
VRChat and largely played through Oculus Quest headsets. In
the game, people can form virtual communities and have their
avatars play cards, party in a virtual club or meet in virtual public
spaces to talk. Oculus rates it as safe for teenagers.

In March, Andrew Bosworth, a Meta executive who will become
chief technology officer in 2022, wrote in an employee memo that
moderating what people say and how they act in the metaverse
“at any meaningful scale is practically impossible.” The memo
was reported earlier by The Financial Times.
Kristina Milian, a Meta spokeswoman,
working with policymakers, experts and
metaverse. In a November blog post,
investing $50 million in global research
responsibly.
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Yet over one 11-hour period, Mr. Hood said, he recorded more
than 100 problematic incidents on VRChat, some involving users
who said they were under the age of 13. In several cases, users’
avatars made sexual and violent threats against minors, he said.
In another case, someone tried showing sexually explicit content
to a minor.

said the company was
industry partners on the
Meta also said it was
to develop its products

Mr. Hood said the incidents had violated Oculus’s terms of
service, as well as those of VRChat. He said he had reported his
findings to both companies but had not heard back.

Meta has asked its employees to volunteer to test the metaverse,
according to an internal memo viewed by The New York Times. A
stranger recently groped the avatar of one tester of a Meta virtual
reality game, Horizon Worlds, a company spokeswoman said.
The incident, which Meta has said it learned from, was reported
earlier by The Verge.

“VRChat is unsafe because its developers and Facebook have
failed to put basic measures in place to ensure abusive users
cannot access its services,” he said. “They have created a safe
haven for abusive users at the same time as inviting minors to
enter the metaverse.”

Misbehavior in virtual reality is typically difficult to track because
incidents occur in real time and are generally not recorded.

An image from VRChat with players around a campfire.VRChat

Titania Jordan, the chief parent officer at Bark, which uses
artificial intelligence to monitor children’s devices for safety
reasons, said she was especially concerned about what children
might encounter in the metaverse. She said abusers could target
children through chat messages in a game or by speaking to
them through headsets, actions that are difficult to document.

Ms. Milian said Meta’s community standards and V.R. policy
outline what is allowed on its platform, which developers must
adhere to. “We don’t allow content that attacks people based on
race, ethnicity, national origin, religious affiliation, sexual
orientation, caste, sex, gender, gender identity, and serious
disease or disability,” she said.
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Minors are not permitted to create accounts or use Oculus
devices, she said. Part of the responsibility, she added, lies with
the developers of the apps.

JANUARY 2022

Ms. Siggens said she had ultimately reported the user account of
the person who groped her in Population One through a form
within the game. She later received an automated response
saying punitive action had been taken against the user.

VRChat did not respond to a request for comment.

“I don’t know if they were banned for a day or for a week or for
forever,” she said. “Either way, it just keeps happening.”

After Ms. Siggens faced abuse while playing the Population One
virtual reality game, she said, she joined a virtual support group
for women, many of whom also play the game. Members
regularly dealt with harassment in the game, she said. In June,
Meta acquired BigBox VR, the developer of Population One.

An hour after the incident with the stranger’s avatar, Ms. Siggens
said, her avatar was groped again by a different user.
Ryan Mac contributed reporting

Another member of the support group, Mari DeGrazia, 48, of
Tucson, Ariz., said she saw harassment and assault happen in
Population One “two to three times a week, if not more.”

Mark Ellis posted the following article to markellisreviews.com on
November 12, 2021. cutt.ly/KUZcT8q. © MarkEllis Reviews. He is
a UK-based freelance marketer, podcaster and blogger.

“Sometimes, we see things happen two to three times day that
violate the game’s rules,” she added.

Paperlike for iPad mini Review

BigBox VR did not respond to a request for comment.

By Mark Ellis

Ms. DeGrazia said the people behind Population One had
responded to her complaints and appeared interested in making
the game safer. Despite the harassment, she said, she has found
a community of virtual friends whom she regularly plays the
game with and enjoys those interactions.
“I’m not going to stop playing, because I think it’s important to
have diverse people, including women, playing this game,” she
said. “We aren’t going to be pushed out of it, even though
sometimes it’s hard.”
In July, Ms. DeGrazia wore a haptic vest — which relays
sensations through buzzes and vibrations — to play Population
One. When another player groped her avatar’s chest, “it felt just
awful,” she said. She noted that Mr. Zuckerberg has described a
metaverse where people can be fitted with full-body suits that let
them feel even more sensations, which she said was troubling.

I feel like I’ve been waiting for this longer than I have my 16-inch
MacBook Pro. But, finally, I have my hands on the Paperlike
screen protector for the iPad mini 6.
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I’m not the sort of person to put a screen protector of any kind
on my iPads or iPhones. To me, they’ve always degraded the feel
of the device and turned the screen into a dull, slightly hazy
mess.

You simply line up the screen protector, attach some guide
stickers to one side to keep it in place, open it like a book cover,
give the screen a thorough clean with the supplied tools, and
then gently close the protector.

However, when it comes to the iPad, this stance has created a bit
of a problem. As noted recently, I’ve successfully switched to the
new iPad mini for note-taking, which means I’m using the Apple
Pencil constantly throughout the day.

Mine subsequently attached itself near perfectly to the screen,
with just a couple of bubbles needing attention. The end result is
– even if I say so myself – bloody marvellous. It’s bang-on
square, and there isn’t a bubble to be seen.

Unfortunately, writing on glass isn’t what you’d call tactile. It’s the
single biggest drawback of the brilliant Apple Pencil/iPad combo;
despite the sheer convenience of being able to take notes and
doodle on that beautiful retina screen, it always feels a bit…
wrong.

The whole process took about twenty minutes – tops.
So, top marks to Paperlike for completely removing every single
concern I had about applying screen protectors. Oh, and they
send you two, as well, which is a very nice touch.
But, what’s it like?

I’ve been aware of Paperlike for some time, but I’ve always
dismissed its products by applying the same ‘all screen
protectors are crap’ logic to them.

It Does Feel Like Paper
The first time you place your Apple Pencil on a Paperlike screen
protector, you’d be forgiven for thinking it feels identical to the
glass surface on which sits.

That was a mistake.

The Installation

Then, you move your Apple Pencil gently across the page and
spot something different. There’s resistance. Not too much, but
enough to prevent the Pencil from gliding to the edge of the
screen like an out of control ice skater.

I’m terrible at applying screen protectors. And, with hindsight,
that might be partly why I’ve always been so opposed to them.
The thought of sitting down for god knows how long to
meticulously place a thin piece of plastic over a glass screen,
followed by an equally torrid time attempting to push out the
small colony of bubbles created during the process doesn’t
sound like much fun – particularly when you realise there are
three specks of dust under your questionably-placed protector.

Paperlike tells us that its screen protectors are “designed to
mimic the feel and sound of writing on real paper”. They use
’Nanodots’ technology to create friction and vibrations that are
supposed to match the feel of writing on a piece of paper.
It works really well. Granted, there is definitely a synthetic feel to
the Paperlike – it feels like imitation paper (which it is) but it’s a
world away from writing on a shiny glass screen. More
importantly, it provides this synthetic feedback without
distracting you from the process of writing, drawing, or
illustrating. It simply aids the task in hand without any fuss or

Enter Paperlike and its ridiculously simple installation process. I
confess that I did have to refer to their YouTube channel for a
slightly more idiot-proof instruction than what was provided in
the package, but it really was about as simple as it gets. And I’m
an idiot.
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attempts to have the spotlight thrust on itself – something every
peripheral or accessory should do.
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It also feels different when touching with your finger, as you might
expect. But, just like its impact on the appearance of the screen,
that matte finish has proven to be a benefit for me when it comes
to tactility. I actually prefer gliding my finger across the new
surface. It somehow feels more tactile and pleasurable to both
use and carry around without a case attached.

It really does sound different, too. In fact, Paperlike arguably
does an even better job in this regard. Writing on an iPad screen
is damn near silent, but jotting away on a Paperlike elicits a
super-satisfying, pencil-on-quality-paper sound. There’s also far
less of a distracting tapping noise when applying the Apple
Pencil to the screen – a source of constant irritation for me – and,
no doubt others – when I’m jotting away during calls.

Paperlike has done a wonderful job with this screen protector. I
was delighted with the iPad mini’s ability to be my forever
notetaker, but it now feels complete; that slightly unnerving
feeling of writing on glass has been completely eradicated.

So, no more slippery, tippy-tappy, unsatisfying screen on which
to jot down my notes and plans. This is what I was waiting for!

Highly recommended – even if you’re a screen protector hater
like I once was.

But you’ve probably got one big question on your mind.

You can buy any of the Paperlike screen protectors here.

Does Paperlike Affect the Screen Quality?
Yes.
The unavoidable truth of any screen protector is the fact that it
will impact the display onto which it has been placed. It’s
inevitable.
However, I really like the look of my new Paperlike-equipped iPad
mini. It now has a lovely matte finish, the screen glare has been
all but removed, and I’m not even that fussed about the slightly
(and it really is only very slight) muted colours.
It actually feels like a completely different device, in the best
possible way. Paperlike tells us that it has made its screen
protector “with superior display quality in mind”, and I’d have to
agree. It remains bright, plenty colourful, and the significant
reduction of reflections is something I haven’t experienced on an
iPad before. It makes you wonder why Apple doesn’t offer a
matte option for the iPad for anyone who wants an out-of-thebox, Paperlike-like experience.
So, if you’re worried about a Paperlike screen protector ruining
the quality of your lovely P3 retina iPad screen – don’t. It’s fine.
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Dan Hansen posted the following article to medium.com on
December 16, 2021. cutt.ly/BUXFqHa. He is a software engineer
with over 35 years experience who founded Legend Software and
which 22 months later, their startup was acquired by Network
General Corp.. Dan is currently employed by IBM.
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And while the 13-Inch M1 MacBook Pro was tempting, a new set
of rumors from Apple analyst Ming-Chi Kuo and others had me
anticipating the 14-Inch MacBook Pro with an “all-new form
factor design.” I decided to wait a while longer before upgrading.
After another eleven long months, my wish finally came true
when Apple launched the first pro Mac laptops specifically
designed for Apple silicon. I should have been more careful in
what I wished for. I wanted a pro-level laptop, and Apple clearly
delivered, but the 14-Inch MacBook Pro’s hefty weight, GPUcentric design, and $2,499 starting price (for a fully functional
CPU) didn’t fit my needs. Before upgrading my laptop I needed
to rethink my assumptions.

Apple’s Pro Macs Are Becoming
Irrelevant
M-series silicon has changed the game

Back to First Principles
When I purchased a MacBook in 2016 my choices were a
MacBook Air with a 15W Intel i7–5650U CPU or a MacBook Pro
with a 28W Intel i7–6567U CPU. The MacBook Pro’s huge
performance advantage from its more powerful CPU immediately
disqualified the MacBook Air from consideration. But the Apple
Silicon-based MacBook Air and 13-Inch MacBook Pro have
nearly identical performance characteristics. A feat Apple
accomplished by greatly reducing power consumption and
thermal output beyond what Intel has been able to achieve with
its CPUs. With Apple silicon, the “Pro” identifier is no longer
synonymous with a higher-performance CPU.

By Dan Hansen
I bought Intel-based MacBook Pros for writing iPhone apps ever
since there were Intel-based MacBook Pros to buy. My third
MacBook Pro was the 2016 13-Inch model with a 14nm Intel
“Skylake” CPU. I would have upgraded from that laptop to the
2020 13-Inch MacBook Pro with a 10nm Intel “Ice Lake” CPU,
but rumors of Macs with Apple-designed chips were everywhere
by then¹, so I decided to wait for the first ARM MacBook Pro
before upgrading.

And while the M1 Pro/Max CPUs provide a significant increase in
multi-core performance over the M1, their single-core
performance remains on par with the M1. Significant CPU
performance gains for the M1 Pro/Max only come from use
cases with sustained execution on more than four highperformance cores. With a soon-to-expire $500 Developer
Transition Kit (DTK) credit burning a hole in my pocket, I decided
to roll the dice and switch my allegiance to the MacBook Air.

Seven long months later, Apple unveiled its initial slate of ARM
Macs, which included two laptops, the M1 MacBook Air and the
13-Inch M1 MacBook Pro. Conditioned by over ten years of
knowing I needed a pro laptop, I ignored the M1 MacBook Air.
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From the Other Side
I picked up an M1 MacBook Air with 16GB RAM and a 1TB SSD
at my local Apple Store on the same day that the new MacBook
Pros launched. After several rounds of Xcode performance tests,
I was more than satisfied when builds of my macOS and iOS
apps were completed in a quarter of the time they took on my
2016 MacBook Pro.
I now knew my MacBook Air was significantly more “pro” than
the MacBook Pro it was replacing, but just how much
performance had I given up by foregoing the M1 Pro MacBook
Pro? A search for real-world Xcode benchmarks led me to the
Swift Package Index Blog:
The Swift Package Index is a sizeable open source project and
makes for a good test when assessing the new chips, so we’ve
created a benchmark tool to give some real-world results.

Source: The Swift Package Index Blog
The blog’s tests indicated I would have gotten a performance
increase of ~35% if I had chosen the M1 Pro MacBook Pro
instead of the M1 MacBook Air. Given that my current
development project, a macOS app, takes around two seconds
to completely rebuild on the MacBook Air, I don’t anticipate that I
would have been pleased with a ~35% performance gain that
came with the additional cost of $800 and 0.7 pounds.

The Tests
We are testing two performance aspects: building the project
(clean build) and running the tests. These tasks might seem
similar, but they stress the machine in quite different ways. A
clean build will typically utilise all available cores, where this
project’s tests use a dockerised database running on the same
machine and are not heavily multi-threaded.

The Sand Is Shifting
It’s not just Xcode that no longer needs a pro Mac to provide a
good user experience. After using a 14-Inch M1 Pro MacBook
Pro for two months the Tech Columnist at Inc. Magazine decided
he preferred the M1 MacBook Air:

Here are the test results

For most people, the M1 MacBook Air is so good, there’s no
other laptop worth considering. The only thing it lacks is the
ability to add more than 16GB of memory. That said, I’ve never
noticed a problem. It’s fast enough for everything you probably
do on a daily basis, with the added benefit of being lighter and
getting far better battery life.
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That matters more for most people than whether it can render 20
streams of 4K ProRes video footage — most of whom have no
idea what ProRes video is because they aren’t video producers.
It matters because I also travel a lot, which means having
something that doesn’t add much weight to my backpack, and
can last more than a few hours, is a priority.

JANUARY 2022

Apple Becomes First Company to Hit $3
Trillion Market Value
The iPhone maker’s value tripled since 2018 as its sales
continued to soar and it spent hundreds of billions of dollars on
its own stock.

Things Can Only Get Better
With rumors of four, three, and two nanometer Apple silicon on
the near horizon, it looks like I made the smart move by
purchasing the M1 MacBook Air. It’s the most portable and most
powerful MacBook I’ve ever owned, and it didn’t break the bank.
I can sit out the next two generations of Apple silicon and when
the M4 launches in a few years there’s bound to be a non-pro
Mac that’s just right for me.
For most users, most of the time, today’s MacBook Air delivers
the same or better performance as Apple’s highest-end Pro
Macs. And when the M2 MacBook Air ships next year, it will have
the highest single-core performance of any Mac.
Pro Macs will continue to fill a niche for demanding image and
video workloads, and for extremely compute-intensive tasks. But
as Apple rolls out generation after generation of M-Series chips,
Pro Macs will become less and less relevant to more and more
Mac users.

Apple’s market value reaches $1 trillion in 2018, nearly four
decades after going public.
Surpasses $2 trillion in 2020, doubling in two years.
Jumps to $3 trillion just a year and a half later.

Jack Nicas posted the following article to nytimes.com on
January 3, 2022. cutt.ly/kUN9ZcU. © The New York Times
Company. He covers technology for The New York Times. Before
joining The Times, he spent seven years at The Wall Street
Journal.

By Jack Nicas
Combine Walmart, Disney, Netflix, Nike, Exxon Mobil, Coca-Cola,
Comcast, Morgan Stanley, McDonald’s, AT&T, Goldman Sachs,
Boeing, IBM and Ford.
Apple is still worth more.
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Apple, the computer company that started in a California garage
in 1976, is now worth $3 trillion. It became the first publicly
traded company to ever reach the figure on Monday, when its
stock briefly eclipsed $182.86 a share before closing at $182.01.

JANUARY 2022

By just about any measure, a $3 trillion valuation is striking. It is
worth more than the value of all of the world’s cryptocurrencies.
It is roughly equal to the gross domestic product of Britain or
India. And it is equivalent to about six JPMorgan Chases, the
biggest American bank, or 30 General Electrics.

Apple’s value is even more remarkable considering how rapid its
recent ascent has been. In August 2018, Apple became the first
American company ever to be worth $1 trillion, an achievement
that took 42 years. It surged past $2 trillion two years later. Its
next trillion took just 16 months and 15 days.

Apple now accounts for nearly 7 percent of the total value of the
S&P 500, breaking IBM’s record of 6.4 percent in 1984,
according to Howard Silverblatt, an analyst who tracks valuations
at S&P Dow Jones Indices. Apple alone is about 3.3 percent of
the value of all global stock markets, he said.
Behind Apple’s ascent is its tight grip on consumers, an
economy that has especially favored its business and its stock,
and its shrewd use of an enormous pile of cash.
When Apple unveiled the iPhone in January 2007, the company
was worth $73.4 billion. Fifteen years later, the iPhone, already
one of history’s best-selling products, continues to post
impressive growth. In the year ending in September, iPhone sales
were $192 billion, up almost 40 percent from the year prior.
The pandemic also sent sales of other Apple devices soaring, as
people used them more to work, study and socialize, and sent
investors fleeing to the safety of Apple’s stock in an increasingly
uncertain global economy.

Such a valuation would have been unfathomable a few years
ago. Now it seems like another milepost for a corporate titan that
is still growing and appears to have few tall hurdles in its path.
Another tech giant, Microsoft, could follow Apple into the $3
trillion club early this year.

Customers line up at the Apple Store in New York during the
launch of the new iPhone 13 in September.
Apple’s immense sales and wide profit margins have provided it
with a stockpile of cash big enough to buy a company like UPS,
Starbucks or Morgan Stanley outright. At the end of September,
Apple reported $190 billion in cash and investments.

“When we started, we thought it would be a successful company
that would go forever. But you don’t really envision this,” said
Steve Wozniak, the engineer who founded Apple with Steve Jobs
in 1976. “At the time, the amount of memory that would hold one
song cost $1 million.”

“They’ve created the greatest cash machine in history,” said
Aswath Damodaran, a New York University finance professor
who has studied Apple.
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Yet instead of making a major acquisition, or even trying
something ambitious and expensive like building multiple
factories in the United States, Apple has decided to largely give
its cash back to its investors by buying its own stock.

JANUARY 2022

“Apple could have gone and used that money to do all sorts of
things. Instead, they’re using it to boost their stock price,” said
William Lazonick, a professor emeritus of economics at the
University of Massachusetts who has been a leading critic of
buybacks since the 1980s.

Over the past decade, Apple has purchased $488 billion of its
own shares, by far the most of any company, according to an
analysis by Mr. Silverblatt. Much of that spending came after
Apple used a 2017 tax law to move most of the $252 billion it
had held abroad back to the United States. Apple is now
responsible for 14 of the 15 largest stock buybacks in any single
financial quarter, Mr. Silverblatt said. “They are the poster child,”
he said.

Mr. Lazonick said that buybacks increase stock prices by
encouraging investors to buy, and then causing momentum in
the stock market as other investors look to cash in on the
increase.
Stock buybacks reduce the number of total shares available for
purchase. That makes each remaining share more valuable and
improves the underlying fundamentals of the company in
equations that large investors and automated trading systems
use to pick stocks. As a result, the stock price climbs higher.

An Apple spokesman said the company has spent more than $82
billion on research and development over the past five years,
steadily increasing its investment each year, and that it employs
about 154,000 people, or 38,000 more than five years ago.

To Mr. Lazonick, a $3 trillion valuation is the result of a mix of
factors. “It’s impossible to know how much of that is speculation,
how much is manipulation and how much is innovation,” he said.

Apple is also the largest taxpayer in the United States. In April,
the company said it had paid $45 billion in taxes over the prior
five years.

Kellen Browning contributed reporting.

Economists are split over buybacks. Some economists say
companies with excess cash should return the money to its
shareholders. That it is far better for the economy than sitting on
billions of dollars in cash, they say.“This whole notion that
buybacks are somehow going into a black hole is mystifying,” Mr.
Damodaran said. “That is cash going to investors.”
Other economists say that buybacks are largely designed to
increase a company’s valuation and that the money should
instead be used to invest in the business, raise wages or even
cut prices.
Apple, for instance, has spent billions of dollars buying its own
stock while also using low-wage workers to assemble its
products, working hard to avoid taxes and tariffs, and continually
raising the prices on its devices.
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Taylor Freitas posted the following article to zdnet.com on
January 4, 2012. cutt.ly/zUN3V0D. © CBS Interactive. cutt.ly/
nUVUd4R. She is a freelance writer and has contributed to
publications including ZD Net, LA Weekly, CNET, The Simple
Dollar, and Bankrate..

Best Smart Plug 2022: Putting the App in
Appliances
Smart plugs are an easy and cost-effective way to modernize
your living space. Here are some of the best options to consider
for your home.

Unlike the other products on this list (single-outlet smart plugs),
the Kasa Smart Wi-Fi Power Strip has six independently
controlled outlets. You can set individual schedules for each
outlet or group them together -- all through the Kasa app or a
compatible voice assistant (Amazon Alexa or Google Assistant).

Designing a smart home doesn't have to cost a fortune. With
smart plugs, you can control just about any appliance with a few
taps on your smartphones (or even with your voice).

This smart power strip has built-in surge protection to keep your
electronics safe from power surges. It also includes energy
monitoring, which lets you understand your power usage habits,
shut off appliances when you don't need them, and save money
on your power bills. As an extra bonus, the Kasa Smart Wi-Fi
Power Strip has three USB ports that can be used for charging
smartphones, tablets, and similar devices.

These affordable, internet-connected devices are easy to install
and are one of the fastest ways to bring modern technology and
automation into your home. Plus, smart plugs can help you
monitor your energy usage and save money on your power bills.
Below, we've created a list of six of today's best smart plugs,
including options that integrate with Amazon Alexa, Google
Assistant, and Apple HomeKit. Keep reading to explore our top
picks and figure out which one is right for your soon-to-be smart
home.

This six-outlet smart plug is pricier than the others on our list.
However, it presents good value if you can make use of the
multiple outlets and USB ports (perhaps in a home office or with
a gaming system).

TP-Link Kasa Smart Wi-Fi Power Strip

Pros:

Maximum power with six outlets and three USB ports

•
•

Six independently controlled outlets and three USB ports
Includes surge protection

Cons:
•
•
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TP-Link Kasa Smart Wi-Fi Plug Mini

•
•

Compact and affordable with a feature-packed app

JANUARY 2022

No Apple HomeKit compatibility
Energy monitoring features aren't as robust as competitors

Amazon Smart Plug
Basic smart plug option for Amazon Alexa users

Despite being the smallest smart plug in the Kasa Smart range,
this device packs a punch. Its compact rectangular design
doesn't take up too much valuable outlet space, but it provides
all of the important features that you'd expect from a higher-end
smart plug, including voice control, automated scheduling, and
app connectivity.

If you're a dedicated user of Amazon Alexa products, the
Amazon Smart Plug could be a great choice for your household.
It's designed to work exclusively with Alexa, allowing you to use
the Alexa app or smart speakers to control it.

Once connected to your home wireless network, the Kasa Smart
Wi-Fi Plug Mini can be paired with Alexa, Google Assistant, and
other Kasa Smart devices. You can then create on/off schedules
for your appliances, set up timers, and turn your smart plugs on
and off through the Kasa app. It also includes an "Away Mode"
setting to appear like someone is home while you're at work, on
vacation, or running errands.

With this smart plug, you can turn appliances on and off -- either
instantly or set to a schedule. However, you can also create more
complicated Alexa routines, which perform multiple steps with a
single command. For example, you could set up a bedtime
routine to switch off your lights and turn on your fan when you
say, "Alexa, time for bed."
Pros:

The Kasa Smart Wi-Fi Plug Mini delivers excellent value for the
money. Or, if you need more than one smart plug, you can pick
up a two-pack or four-pack.

•
•

Cons:

Pros:
•
•

Easy to install and manage
Allows you to orchestrate Alexa routines

Budget-friendly
Pairs with other Kasa Smart devices to control multiple
devices simultaneously

•
•
•

Cons:
30
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How Did We Choose These Products?

Wemo Wi-Fi Smart Plug

There are countless smart plugs available these days, so we took
a diligent approach to find the best ones on the market. We
looked at several criteria, including the product's design,
features, and value for the money -- just to name a few.

Highly rated and compatible with all voice assistants
The Wemo Wi-Fi Smart Plug is one of the most affordable Apple
HomeKit-compatible smart plugs on the market. (It also works
with Google Assistant and Amazon Alexa.) On top of that, the
Wemo Wi-Fi Smart Plug is sleek and compact, with a spacesaving design that won't take over your entire outlet.

As part of our review process, we read extensive industry
coverage of these products and brands. We also dove into
consumer reviews of each product and researched customers'
experiences with each supplier.

Which Is the Right One for You?
Many of these smart plugs share similar features, so choosing
the right one comes down to a few differentiating factors.
If you're looking for a plug that integrates with Apple HomeKit,
then the Wemo Wi-Fi Smart Plug is the best fit on this list. It can
respond to voice commands from your iPhone, Apple Watch,
HomePod, or any other Siri-enabled device. Plus, it's compact
and simple to set up.

You can use this device to set timers and activate lights, fans, or
appliances in your home, either through the Wemo app or a voice
assistant. The Wemo Wi-Fi Smart Plug also comes with "Away
Mode," which automatically turns lights on and off at randomized
intervals for extra protection when you're out of the house.

You'll have more options if you use Amazon Alexa or Google
Assistant or if you don't care about using a voice assistant with
your smart plug. In these cases, you'll need to decide which
specific features are most important to you.

It's hard to beat the value that the Wemo Wi-Fi Smart Plug
delivers -- especially if you're an Apple HomeKit user. Like other
smart plugs on our list, this Wemo product is available as a single
device or in a multi-pack.

For example, if you're concerned about budget, opt for a walletfriendly pick like the Wyze Smart Plug or the TP-Link Kasa Smart
Wi-Fi Plug Mini. Or, if you'd rather have multiple outlets in a
single smart plug, check out the TP-Link Kasa Smart Wi-Fi
Power Strip.

Pros:
•
•

Works with Alexa, Google Assistant, and Siri
Great price point

Smart Plug FAQ

Cons:
•
•

It doesn't include energy monitoring tools

What is a smart plug?

Cheaper options are available if you're looking for Alexa or
Google compatibility

When plugged into an electrical socket in your home, smart
plugs allow you to control the outlet without touching it -- either
wirelessly or with your voice. Exact functionality varies by device,
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but in general, you can use a smartphone app or a voice
assistant (like Amazon Alexa or Google Assistant) to switch lights
on and off, activate fans and heaters, or control any other
appliance that's plugged into the device.

JANUARY 2022

Are There Alternatives Worth Considering?
For the purposes of this list, we focused on indoor smart plugs.
However, there are also a wide variety of outdoor smart plugs
that you can use for things like Christmas lights, smart doorbells,
security cameras, and more.

What Should I Look for in a Smart Plug?
The right smart plug for you will depend on your specific budget
and preferences. Regardless, there are a few standard features
that you should look for in any smart plug that you buy.

Here Are Three of our Recommendations for
Outdoor Smart Plugs:

First, you'll want to ensure that your smart plug has an app that
allows you to control the appliances that are plugged into it. And
if you want to use a particular voice assistant with it, you should
be sure that your chosen smart plug is compatible with your
preferred voice assistant (whether that's Alexa, Google Assistant,
or Siri).
Outside of that standard functionality, you can then decide which
extra features you want from your smart plug -- whether that's
multiple outlets, USB charging, or energy monitoring.

How Do I Setup a Smart Plug?
Before setting up a smart plug, you'll need a working wireless
network (typically a 2.4GHz connection). The next step is to
download your smart plug's mobile app (for example, the Wyze
app) and connect your device to Wi-Fi.
Once you've enabled internet access, you can connect your
smart plug with your smart speaker (like an Amazon Echo) or
other smart home devices. In some cases, your smart speaker
app will automatically detect the smart plug once it's connected
to your Wi-Fi. Otherwise, you should consult your smart plug
manual for specific instructions.
After this initial set-up process, you can connect your smart plug
to a wall socket and plug an appliance into it. From there, you'll
launch the smart plug app, from which you should be able to
view and control the appliance.
32
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Nima Sakhtemani posted the following article to medium.com on
November 23, 2021. cutt.ly/cUMnEP6. He is a content creator,
writing about minimalism, technology, and design.

distractions. Alongside a fantastic timer, you can pay a small inapp purchase to unlock a feature where the app restricts you
from going to distracting websites.

20 Mac Apps with 4.5 or Higher App
Store Ratings!

If you are looking for a simple solution to focus on your most
important task, give Tomato 2 a try. It is designed to look clutterfree and minimal.

By Nima Sakhtemani

🔐 Privacy: No personal data collection
💳 Price: $4.99
✓ Compatibility: 💻 Mac
🧩 Design: Decent looking
⭐ Rating: 4.7 out of 5 (179 ratings)
🔗 Download: AppStore
🌐 Research: Website

2. Pixelmator Pro
If you are looking for an easy-to-use, beautiful, and modern
photo-editing app that makes use of artificial intelligence and
machine learning, then look no further than Pixelmator Pro.
It is a unique Mac app that has a simple user interface. It can do
a variety of tasks on your photos, some of which are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Following the rest of my stories, the compilations of apps that
provide immense value to Mac users, I have written this story to
feature twenty-one apps that users have rated over 4.5 or higher
on the AppStore.
These apps have at least 100 votes. Some have satisfied so
many users that their place on the AppStore shines like a bright
diamond.

Color adjustment
Object selection
Repair
Type and Pen tool
Text tool
And an excellent export panel

1. Tomato 2

If you like editing images but don’t want to invest your time and
money in complex apps like Photoshop, then Pixelmator Pro is a
good option for you.

I get in the zone of work when I specify 25 minutes of my time to
dedicate for research and nothing else. That is how I stay on top
of my tasks, and it works. What is the secret? Blocking

🔐 Privacy: No data collection
💳 Price: $39.99
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4. Encrypto

Compatibility: 💻 Mac
Design: Aesthetically pleasing
Rating: 4.8 out of 5 (7.7K ratings)
Download: AppStore
Research: Website

A perk of living in the 21st century is the fast progress of
technology and its effects on our lives. However, one of the worst
things about it is its effect on our privacy.
We are still immature in knowing what to do and how to handle
customer data. When it comes to privacy, we don’t think
logically, and that is why most people need to be aware of data
encryption and the practice of privacy.

3. Vectornator
I don’t usually come across a great app with great set of features
while being free, but this time, I got lucky. One of the perks of
being on the Apple ecosystem is finding polished, very wellmade apps. This one is one of them.

It is essential knowing how to encrypt and protect our most
important files. Encrypto is a free app that helps you protect your
files. Simply drag the file you want to encrypt and set a
password. Let the app do its job, and after it’s finished, it will
prompt a window asking you where to save the encrypted
version.

The Vectornator is an illustration app that is widely known in the
design industry. Not only it looks modern and beautiful, but it
also works without bugs (or at least I haven’t found one since
using it).

🔐
💳
☑
🧩
⭐
🔗
🌐

The great thing about Vectornator is its active development and
the team behind the app keep it up-to-date with many great new
features.
If you want to start a business, run a YouTube channel, or create
a publication within Medium, you will need your design files. A
great way to make your designs is attractive is with the help of
the Vectornator app.
🔐
💳
☑
🧩
⭐
🔗
🌐
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Privacy: No personal data collection
Price: Free!
Compatibility: 💻 Mac
Design: Decent looking
Rating: 4.6 out of 5 (408 ratings)
Download: AppStore
Research: Website

5. Mactracker

Privacy: Some personal data collection
Price: Free!
Compatibility: 📱 iPhone, 📱 iPad, 💻 Mac
Design: Aesthetically pleasing
Rating: 4.5 out of 5 (1.1K ratings)
Download: AppStore
Research: Website

As an Apple fanboy, I have found myself trying to Google any
product they release. I usually Google for research. I like the user
experience of the Google Search engine, but I don’t like how
invasive its practices are with our privacy.
One of the best Mac apps that keeps getting itself updated for
each new Apple product is MacTracker. It runs fast and is a
relatively lightweight app. It features all Apple products and gives
you detailed information about their specifications and links for
further research.
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If you are looking to purchase an Apple product or researching
an Apple device, then use MackTracker.

couldn’t find a way to split the apps or fill my screen with two or
more apps of equal size.

🔐
💳
☑
🧩
⭐
🔗
🌐

One of the most useful apps I’ve found since searching the App
Store was Magnet. Magnet helps bring window management to
the macOS. It is super light and only occupies an icon on your
menu bar. It is relatively cheap and works well.

Privacy: No data collection
Price: Free!
Compatibility: 📱 iPhone, 📱 iPad, 💻 Mac
Design: Decent looking
Rating: 4.8 out of 5 (387 ratings)
Download: AppStore
Research: Website

🔐
💳
☑
🧩
⭐
🔗
🌐

6. Amphetamine
There are many moments when I have to leave my Mac for a
quick task and return to use it again. By default, the computer
locks itself and dims the screen into the sleeping mode. Having
to type the password every time you try to use the Mac is not a
good experience. It makes using the Mac tedious.

8. Universe
I believe every person in this day and age needs a personal
website.
When we talk about creating a website, many people think about
coding or having a particular skill to build a beautiful, functional
webpage; however, the world has changed for the better.
Technology progresses rapidly, and we are fortunate enough to
have services that assist us in building a website.

To overcome such issue, I use Amphetamine. It is a highly
customizable, free app that works as you would expect it to
work. Simply allow some permission and let the app do its job. It
has saved me tons of hours from having to re-enter the login
password.
🔐
💳
☑
🧩
⭐
🔗
🌐

Privacy: No data collection
Price: $7.99
Compatibility: 💻 Mac
Design: Decent looking
Rating: 4.9 out of 5 (105.2K ratings)
Download: AppStore
Research: Website

Privacy: No personal data collection
Price: Free!
Compatibility: 💻 Mac
Design: Displeasing
Rating: 4.8 out of 5 (1.7K ratings)
Download: AppStore
Research: Not Found

Nowadays, thanks to Universe, you can easily find help to start
building your own website. This app offers a series of tools to
help you create the most used pages with their helpful templates.
Then, get into the editor and add any content to your webpage.
The editor is simple to use. It offers a great user experience, and
the app doesn’t seem like a web-based version of their website.
You can try this app on your iPhone as well as your iPad if you
prefer mobility.

7. Magnet
When I switched from Microsoft Windows to the macOS, I
immediately felt the lack of a proper window management. I

🔐 Privacy: Collects personal data
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10. Dropover

Price: Multiple In-App Purchases
Compatibility: 📱 iPhone, 📱 iPad, 💻 Mac
Design: Aesthetically pleasing
Rating: 4.5 out of 5 (168 ratings)
Download: AppStore
Research: Website

Moving files from one place to another is easy. However, moving
a couple of files from different locations to a specific directory
can be confusing, especially when you are trying to move folders,
images, documents, and various types of files.
One of the most straightforward and most intuitive solutions for
moving files is by an app called Dropover. Using the app is super
easy. Simply select the file and drag your mouse, shake the
cursor for half a second, then you’ll be presented with a small
window where you drop the files onto.

9. Shapr3D
Designing a 3D shape or a building used to require complex
software, which needed hundreds of hours of learning and
dealing with apps that couldn’t make use of your Mac’s hardware
potential. Things have changed now, and the app I’m introducing
in this story will blow your mind.

Once you have all your files in one place, you will be presented
with options such as:
•
•
•

The Shapr3D is a fantastic Computer-Aided Design CAD tool that
has transformed the traditional software with better and newer
UX implementations. If you are a design student (whether that is
in architecture, product design, and mechanical engineering) and
own a Mac, don’t miss out on Shapr3D.

Dropping them at a specific location
Sharing them via Airdrop
Making a link to share it with other people

The app offers many features alongside keyboard shortcuts that
will help you become more productive with fewer clicks. I use
Dropover when I want to airdrop a couple of files from different
locations onto my iPad.

It is a beautiful app with great support for external mouse and
keyboard. The app has simple, short tutorials that won’t take
your time and offers the essential functionalities with simplicity.

🔐
💳
☑
🧩
⭐
🔗
🌐

If you own an iPad with an Apple Pencil, don’t miss it out. The
functionality of Shapr3D on such portable device is phenomenal.
🔐
💳
☑
🧩
⭐
🔗
🌐
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Privacy: Collects personal data
Price: Subscription $239.99 per year
Compatibility: 📱 iPad, 💻 Mac
Design: Aesthetically pleasing
Rating: 4.7 out of 5 (519 ratings)
Download: AppStore
Research: Website

Privacy: No personal data collection
Price: $3.99
Compatibility: 💻 Mac
Design: Decent looking
Rating: 4.9 out of 5 (1.8K ratings)
Download: AppStore
Research: Website

11. PhotoMill
Depending on your use case on Mac, you might find the need to
work on more than one photo. The PhotoMill by Overmacs is a
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batch photo editor that will help you change many things for your
photos.

There is a panel that asks you what it is that you specifically want
to find. Then, you can change the filters based on your
preference. For example:

PhotoMill, at its core, is a photo editor which extends its
functionalities to browse photos, convert images, modify the
metadata, resize, watermark, adjust color, and rename photos.

I want photos with different file names that have the same aspect
ratio with 10 minutes time gap

I once had to upload some sample wallpaper photos to a
WordPress blog, and the plugin I was using didn’t support the
image format of my photos. So I used PhotoMill to convert the
format and resize, put watermarks, and rename all the files into a
neat group of photos ready to upload.

Using the simple user interface in the app’s search panel, you
can find the duplicates and then use the
them for deletion.

Enter

key to mark

If you want to clear storage on your device and have many
duplicate photos, give PhotoSweeper a try.

You will be amazed by the power of this app. It works fast and
doesn’t collect any data from your Mac. If you want to quickly
modify the settings of your photos and convert them to a format
supported by the app, then give PhotoMill a try.
🔐
💳
☑
🧩
⭐
🔗
🌐
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🔐
💳
☑
🧩
⭐
🔗
🌐

Privacy: No data collection
Price: $9.99
Compatibility: 💻 Mac
Design: Decent looking
Rating: 4.7 out of 5 (196 ratings)
Download: AppStore
Research: Website

Privacy: No data collection
Price: $9.99
Compatibility: 💻 Mac
Design: Decent looking
Rating: 4.7 out of 5 (3.9K ratings)
Download: AppStore
Research: Website

13. PopClip
Whenever an app like this comes for the macOS, I think about
one thing: what a clever developer! The thinking behind
extending the usage of your Mac beyond what Apple offers is
what this app does best.

12. PhotoSweeper
PhotoSweeper is another excellent app from Overmacs that
primarily finds duplicate photos for you. Unfortunately, many
people have hundreds of images that are mainly duplicates and
don’t know how to get rid of them.

Even the most basic features from this app are phenomenal.
Simply highlight a text anywhere on the Mac, and it will bring a
pop-over bar on top of your highlighted note. It sort of looks like
what you get from text selection on iOS and iPadOS.

Thanks to PhotoSweeper, you can scan an entire library of
photos, find the duplicates, and clean them. Moreover, the app is
not limited to PhotoSweeper, and you can add photos from apps
like Adobe Lightroom, Apple Photos, and Aperture.

PopClip supports over 100 extensions that will supercharge the
capabilities of your Mac and I love it.
🔐 Privacy: No data collection
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Using the app is easy, and all it requires is to add the city you like
to track. The app is filled with feedbacks, audible and visual. It
does a seemingly simple job appear facile. Lastly, a great feature
is that you can also scroll the timeline to see the time difference
before and ahead of you.

Price: $12.99
Compatibility: 💻 Mac
Design: Displeasing
Rating: 4.8 out of 5 (296 ratings)
Download: AppStore
Research: Website

🔐
💳
☑
🧩
⭐
🔗
🌐

14. Endel
Listening to binaural beats has proven to work for many people
who have difficulty sleeping, working, and relaxing. Endel brings
an intelligent approach to what constitutes the mix of binaural
beats and mellow, soothing sounds that will make your life a little
more comfortable.

Privacy: No personal data collection
Price: Free!
Compatibility: 📱 iPhone, 📱 iPad, 💻 Mac
Design: Aesthetically pleasing
Rating: 4.6 out of 5 (216 ratings)
Download: AppStore
Research: Website

16. Expenses

I received some emails from the team at Endel, and in many of
them, they mentioned how they approached the sound design
with the help of neuroscientists.

Managing your finance should not be difficult. You have to be in
control, which is precisely one of the best things the Expenses
offers. Using this app, you won’t need to worry about privacyinvading tools in most finance apps.

The user interface of Endel is phenomenal, and I recommend
integrating this service with your daily workflow.
🔐
💳
☑
🧩
⭐
🔗
🌐
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The great thing about Expenses is how easy it is to create sheets
and log your daily expenditure. The user interface is clean,
simple, and intuitive. Navigating around different sheets and
sections is easy and if you own an iPad, using this app feels like
an excellent experience for a large touch display.

Privacy: Collects personal data
Price: Subscription $5.99 per month
Compatibility: ⌚ Apple Watch, 📱 iPhone,📱 iPad, 💻 Mac
Design: Aesthetically pleasing
Rating: 4.8 out of 5 (2.3K ratings)
Download: AppStore
Research: Website

If you are looking for an all-in-one solution to manage your
finances with extensive control over the app’s functionalities,
then give Expenses a chance. Trust me. It is that good of an app.

15. Overlap

🔐
💳
☑
🧩
⭐

Many people have friends and family who live in different time
zones. Keeping in contact with your dear ones shouldn’t be
difficult because of this. That is why I am introducing Overlap —
a gorgeous app designed with great user experience.
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Price: $5.99
Compatibility: 📱 iPhone, 📱 iPad, 💻 Mac
Design: Aesthetically pleasing
Rating: 4.7 out of 5 (334 ratings)
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🔗 Download: AppStore
🌐 Research: Website

🔗 Download: AppStore
🌐 Research: Website

17. Hush

19. Sorted 3

If you are using Safari to surf the web, I strongly recommend
Hush If you are using Hush. It is a free extension that removes
privacy-invasive tracking and messages that force you to accept
website cookies.

Sorted is a productivity app in which you’ll be able to access and
manage your ToDo list alongside your calendar. In addition,
Sorted is one of the few apps on the AppStore that does not
require a subscription to work.

Hush doesn’t impact your memory, and it does not slow your
browsing experience. In addition, websites look cleaner and
more minimal after enabling the extension.

Sorted can be used for free with many features available without
upgrading, but features like iCloud sync require an upgrade.

🔐
💳
☑
🧩
⭐
🔗
🌐

You can use Sorted to plan your day with a feature called AutoSchedule. There is also the ability to add attachments to your
tasks which is helpful for educational purposes.

Privacy: No data collection
Price: Free!
Compatibility: 📱 iPhone, 📱 iPad, 💻 Mac
Design: Decent looking
Rating: 4.8 out of 5 (146 ratings)
Download: AppStore
Research: Website

🔐
💳
☑
🧩
⭐
🔗
🌐

18. Paste — Clipboard Manager

To many users, it is imperative to access their clipboard history.
There are plenty of use cases for accessing your clipboard
history, and that is why I’m introducing Paste.

20. Ulysses
Markup support is available now in most note-taking and
document-editing apps which is great, but the use case of
Ulysses goes far beyond just being a markup editor. I am a
happy Ulysses user as it provides so much value.

Paste is a well-designed app that allows you to access your
clipboard history on your Mac, iPhone and iPad. Personally,
accessing my clipboard history from a Mac Mini at home to my
Macbook Pro at work is necessary, and this app does it all.
🔐
💳
☑
🧩
⭐

Privacy: No personal data collection
Price: Multiple In-App Purchases
Compatibility: ⌚ Apple Watch, 📱 iPhone,📱 iPad, 💻 Mac
Design: Aesthetically pleasing
Rating: 4.7 out of 5 (730 ratings)
Download: AppStore
Research: Website

The great thing about Ulysses is how it’s designed to give you
focus on writing and nothing more. You don’t have to worry
about saving your document or have any concerns for grammar
or typos. Instead, type and let the train of thoughts flow
uninterrupted.

Privacy: Collects personal data
Price: Subscription $14.99 per year
Compatibility: 📱 iPhone, 📱 iPad, 💻 Mac
Design: Aesthetically pleasing
Rating: 4.5 out of 5 (3.4K ratings)
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If you are looking for an all-in-one app that helps you centralize
your notes, then give Ulysses a try.
🔐
💳
☑
🧩
⭐
🔗
🌐
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⭐ Rating: 4.7 out of 5 (2K ratings)
🔗 Download: AppStore
🌐 Research: Website

Privacy: No personal data collection
Price: Subscription $5.99 per month
Compatibility: 📱 iPhone, 📱 iPad, 💻 Mac
Design: Aesthetically pleasing
Rating: 4.7 out of 5 (3.8K ratings)
Download: AppStore
Research: Website

Thank you for reading this story featuring twenty-one apps for
Mac. If you liked it, please give the story as many claps as you
can, and perhaps share it with your friends as that helps me
reach to more like-minded individuals.

21. Things 3

AI and Humans

For me and many others who want a little more to not only
customize but add better experience to their task management
apps, Reminders will not be enough. This is where Things 3
comes into play.

Active Learning
By Kathy Garges

Things 3 is one of the most famous and used apps among many
productive people. It features many options and gives you the
ability to create projects and group them with Areas.
Here are some of the most notable features of Things 3 for Mac:

One lament often heard about artificial intelligence is that it has
not been used to teach humans about artificial intelligence, or to
improve education generally. That is beginning to change.

Add notes, tags, and break tasks into smaller tasks.
•
Create scheduled projects and tasks.
•
Repeat tasks with repeaters.
•
Calendar integration.
•
Quick entry panel from a keyboard shortcut.
•
Widgets on macOS, iOS, and iPadOS.
•
If you want to manage your tasks better and set yourself on the
path to completing many incredible projects, give Things 3 a try.

Hands-on activities and collaboration with other students are the
two most important aspects of new initiatives that advocate
“active learning.” The theory of embodied cognition — that we
humans think by interacting with the physical environment —
supports the importance of hands-on learning. (See previous AI
and Humans columns, including last month’s about embodied
learning in robots and the December 2017 column about AI
pioneer Claude Shannon, a hands-on thinker.)

🔐
💳
☑
🧩

Exciting new research in mammal neuroscience provides a basis
for the importance of collaborative learning. Most previous
neuroscience research has focused on brain function in one
animal engaged in activity by itself.

Privacy: Collects personal data
Price: $49.99
Compatibility: ⌚ Apple Watch, 📱 iPhone,📱 iPad, 💻 Mac
Design: Aesthetically pleasing
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In two recent independent studies, one in Egyptian fruit bats and
one in primates (rhesus macaques), scientists used new
technologies — WiFi of vocal calls and recordings of the activity
of single brain neurons — to investigate the neuroscience of
social interactions. The bats showed neuron encoding for the
identities of different individuals in the group, and they
synchronized brain patterns during social interactions. The
macaques also showed neuron encoding for the identities of
different individuals. These were tagged with the individuals’ past
behaviors and were later used to make decisions about food
sharing.
Embodied learning and collaboration tend to naturally draw in
additional aspects of active learning. These include family
involvement, community access (museums, neighborhood
centers, bus stops, shopping centers), high-ceiling tasks (ones
that support curiosity and build learning with challenging nextsteps), development of high-level cognitive skills (such as goaldirection and creativity) with unstructured tasks, equity, and
diversity.
Here are two companies that are integrating AI in their education
products, and checking all the boxes to nurture active learners.
NoRILLA is a start-up business that is developing AI-integrated
experiment stations to educate students in STEM subjects
(Science Technology Engineering Mathematics). The founders
connected at Carnegie Mellon University.
At “one station, children experiment with physical towers on an
earthquake table, predict which of two minimally contrasting
towers will fall first, and explain why….” Meanwhile, an AI
program visually tracks their activity and a virtual gorilla on a
screen guides them with interactive feedback. The friendly gorilla
might ask questions, offer contrasting physical conditions,
encourage discussion, or suggest varied repetition.
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program adds significantly to the benefits seen previously with
hands-on experiment stations in education.
Computer-aided design (CAD) has been around for decades.
Then came Tinkercad, a free, web-based, 3D design program
available to all, but especially used by teachers. Tinkercad is
updating to add AI tools and to better integrate its visual coding
interface, Codeblocks, and 3D printing option, creating a wellrounded active learning experience.
A recent webinar for teachers, posted on its YouTube channel,
provided an overview and answered questions. Comments in the
chat by teachers who use Tinkercad in the classroom were
insightful, noting, for example, that students learn to use coding
as a way to share stories (a foundation for collaboration), and
that exporting projects to 3D printing, to the real world, is
important to maintaining student interest in STEM (the hands-on
aspect).
Tinkercad already supports some electronics, augmented reality
(AR), and other output options that can include AI. The two new
AI tools now available to Tinkercad users: generate
randomization of a code element, and offer possible goalcompatible project solutions. With the potential to add more AI
tools, the computer-aided design in Tinkercad could soon be
better described as “AI-aided design,” a welcome addition to AI
in education.
Sources and Additional Information:
“Active learning: ‘Hands-on’ meets ‘minds-on’, Science,
September 30, 2021, https://bit.ly/3xUnSdY
Julia Sliwa, “Toward collective animal neuroscience,” Science,
October 21, 2021, https://bit.ly/3Gb8exI
NoRILLA, https://www.norilla.com
Tinkercad, “Make Code You Can Touch,“ YouTube, posted
December 6, 2021, https://bit.ly/33HhEmD

NoRILLA has tested its Intelligent Science Stations at IKEA and
museums as well as in schools. The tests show that the AI
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